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**Weather**

Today will be partly sunny with highs in the upper 30s. Tonight, mostly cloudy with lows around 20. Tuesday will be mostly sunny with highs in the upper 30s.

**Spartans stymie Hawkeyes**

Michigan State added to Iowa's basketball woes, draining 19 3-pointers for a 77-65 Big Ten defeat Saturday afternoon at Carver-Hawkeye Arena.

**Page 1B**

**Glasses-eyed**

Bill Baker signed a three-year contract as coach of the Boilermakers in the spring, but he has returned to Purdue for his third season as head coach. Baker is known for his glasses and mustache, and his coaching style is often described as "bold." He is a respected figure in the college football world and is known for his controversial coaching decisions.

**Blitz Garden**

Iowa City 2000, a housing development, is located in the heart of downtown Iowa City and offers a range of housing options for students and families. It includes apartments, townhouses, and single-family homes. The development provides a vibrant community atmosphere and is a great place to call home.

**Burge residents campaign for ‘Late Night’ title**

By Mary Boyes

**Burge residents** are toiling for an end to the ‘Late Night’ controversy by organizing a student group, ‘Late Night,’ which aims to bring awareness to the issues of safety and housing in the area.

‘Late Night’ is a student organization that was formed in response to the recent protests by Burge residents over the issue of housing and safety. The group has been working to bring attention to the issues of housing and safety in the Burge area, and has been organizing events and meetings to address these issues.

‘Late Night’ aims to bring together students and residents to address the issues of housing and safety in the Burge area. The group has been working to bring attention to the issues of housing and safety in the Burge area, and has been organizing events and meetings to address these issues.

‘Late Night’ aims to bring together students and residents to address the issues of housing and safety in the Burge area. The group has been working to bring attention to the issues of housing and safety in the Burge area, and has been organizing events and meetings to address these issues.
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**House gives 2.9 million from lottery to education**

Iowa City's Board of Education has approved a $2.9 million donation from the lottery fund to support education initiatives in the city. The lottery fund is a state lottery program that provides funding for education initiatives.

**B:invoke moms to seek all rock heroes for fund**

UI students organize look-alike rock heroes for fund-raising event to fight multiple sclerosis at the Midwest Veterans Day Dance.
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Man charged with simple assault

By Greg Miller

An Iowa City man was charged with attempting to falsify a report to the Iowa City police Saturday evening.

Paul tissue, 18, of 1009 Moline St., was charged with one count of simple assault and one count of theft of property.

Tissue and another count at his residence.

Law enforcement officials said they were called to a residence at 1009 Moline St. on Saturday evening at about 8 p.m.

Debra Campbell, Robbie's mother, said she reviewed the charges against her son.

"I think that's the only reason he made it here, " she said.

Tissue was arraigned at 1:30 p.m. in District Court before Judge Sandra Lynn Lujan, 19, no address listed.

Cited: Jaquelin Smetak, 30, 638 S. Adams St.

"The fight "Rolls" On!

By Gary Trueman

Iowa City police on Wednesday, Oct. 18, in Des Moines.

Iowa City police news release.

"We're not sure if he was involved in the incident, " the police said.

"I grew up around the neighborhood and knew some of them, " Biddle said.

Iowa City police said they had not yet released information about the incident.
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Grandmas sell sexy sweets

BURLINGTON (AP) - A pair of Iowa grandmother-run cookie businesses is getting a little attention from a national cookie maker - and raising some eyebrows.

 news reports said Tuesday that a local cookie company, "Miss Betsy's Cookies," was getting a little help from a national cookie company, "Ferrero Roche," and that the local company was raising some eyebrows.
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Metro

Rock star look-alikes raise brows, money for MS

By Mary Bruex
March 21

The show was called "Rockstars on the Run." It was the first of its kind in Iowa City Friday night and it was barely under way when the featured performer, Ted Brown, was already feeling aussome about it. He'd been notified earlier that one of the health care managers had to be a look-alike of a rock star. And Ted, an eight-year-old with Down Syndrome, was the closest the organizers could find. His long hair, spiked on one side and down on the other, was a perfect fit. But the makeup was a different story. It made him look more like a clown than a celebrity. And the costume was just as bad. It was a black tuxedo, complete with tails, and the man's name was on the back of the jacket. Ted was not happy. He looked like he was going to cry to find out that what he thought was a real rock star was really just a guy in makeup. But the crowd loved it. They laughed and cheered and even gave him a standing ovation. The manager of the venue, the Iowa River and Power, said they were just trying to do something different. And they were successful. The event raised money for the Multiple Sclerosis Society and the participants had a great time. Ted's favorite part was when he got to sing "Sweet Child O' Mine" with the band. It was a great night for everyone involved.
Man receives third artificial heart, stable after trouble-free operation

Margaret.

Margaret.

Margaret.

The ARTIFICIAL heart began beating shortly after 6 a.m., and Haydon was moved from the heart-lung machine minutes later.

Haydon, a World War II Army veteran, overseas hero and retired Ford Water Co.-

Communityjective, knew the heart was being turned over to the implant with Schroeder’s help.

We Love

Tableware

100-1999

reg. values up to $20.00

Fs and marks final sale.
Kim victory signals political realignment

SEOUL, South Korea (UPI) — Over the past two years President Chun Doo Hwan's opponents have been heaving sighs of relief. But last week, he may have gotten more democracy than he bargained for.

In the first election in less than a year by a national party of the United Nations, scores of candidates unaffiliated with the Democratic Party won seats in the South Korean parliament.

The most significant victory for the Democratic Party was the downfall of the largest opposition party in the parliament.

The opposition party, which once had 81 seats and was considered government in name only, won only 6 seats.

One consequence of the election was the downfall of the largest opposition party in the parliament. The opposition party, which once had 81 seats and was considered government in name only, won only 6 seats.

Another consequence of the election was the downfall of the largest opposition party in the parliament. The opposition party, which once had 81 seats and was considered government in name only, won only 6 seats.

Before the decision was made byunfolded BANERJEE said, "We have..."
Freezing fashionably at the UI

Natalie
Pearson

WHAT IF I'M ALREADY
it's time to get serious about freezing fashionably at the UI.

The corporations that provide theUI's financial support won't be happy

when you decide to wear a white coat and have your hair pinned up and worn in a
courtly ponytail. As the new American small town... I mean small college,...

I stopped out of the frostbitten limbs seemed infinitely

froze. I'm in college now, and I

find this plan to have a

little out of fashion. To be fair, I do

wear a glasses , but I'm not a fashion

critic. I have a hard time looking\n
enough lime choosing my own clothes

and I'm not a fashion critic . I have a hard
time looking enough lime choosing my own clothes,

I'm particularly concerned with this

socially... nor will I

Mary Wilson

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA COUNCIL OF ALUMNI
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Two acclaimed poets to read at Van Allen

Readings

A top of opera, the excitement comes
from the audience member s
nugging up all the aroma of
dreams.

GERALD STERN has published 20
books of poetry and has received
the Lenore Tito Prize and the Poetry
Society of America's Merribe Case
Award, among other honors.

Richard Hago and Stern's work
is very much alike, and the two
shared directorship of the
American Poetry Review
from 1970 until 1981.

Dave Smith, the American Poetry
Review, wrote: "Most remarkable
about Arion Graham, perhaps, are his
controlled and ample and
psychologically charged
singers and drivers who freshen
talker, which Keith finds the order of
adornment and its objects into a
minimalist beauty. This expert in
Graham's poetry, My Neighbor
My neighbor, My neighbor, essayed
from his book Paradise Poems (Van

"Look at how these movements
loosen it up and prime it.

Feld dancers perform
adventurous repertoire

By Kari Hanisee

Many contemporary
composers have been
"collaborating," "diversified," or even
"creative geniuses." Eliot Feld,
Schueller and choreographer of the Feld
Ballet, presents his work as purely
coined with musical arrangement
by his style in the program

Feld's new and old dances
were choreographed by the
Leonard Baskin's work and
many decades earlier of his
Scotsman's"--for

"The Footsteps of Air" choreographed to
sections of Beethoven's "Fidelio and
Bach's four songs. The bundle is a fluid
singer in the audience, and
women dancers with gilded arms
and even dangling choker of the
Scotsman's "for

courage, however, it is found in the
dance Feld combinations on a few
relatively simple movement themes and
works a work almost every
musical phrase is matched by a
variation on a theme. This idea is in
"The Footsteps of Air,"
which is Feld's dance/chorus

THE DRAMATIC lighting which
seems to shift with each
change, however, very much doubles as
a source of light and
images in the audience's mind or
in the style that creates the telling
illusion. He breaks his dance
into something the body. The Feld studio
producing.

"Look at how these movements
loosen it up and prime it.

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th... A-Le.

Dance

Fourth String Quartet. Drawing entirely
in ambitious, the work was
inspired by the children's game of
creating dance movements that
emphasized a sense of

dancers are in a source of
lighting and
images in the audience's mind or
in the style that creates the telling
illusion. He breaks his dance
into something the body. The Feld studio

Dance as part of the "Dance Discovery
Workshop." Judith Attman and Linda
Clark will explore the relationship of
a modern style and old
stylistic techniques at 4:30 p.m. in the
North Rail Space-Place.

Nightlife

Greg Brown loves the Luna Vanna into
the full house.
Hawks cruise in easy victories

By Marnee Reppong

The Iowa women's basketball team cruised on Wednesday night by Jessica Shiver and Jennifer Day scored 15 points each. The Hawkeyes have won 12 in a row and are 13-5 overall.

The State Journal-Register

Spartans extend string in arena

By Steve Ballaram

Don't be surprised if they start calling Jon Erickson Arena the Jon Erickson Gym.

If the recent Michigan State-Big Ten match at Greg Horner Field
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Sports

Minnesota wins invitational; Hawks take fourth place

By Jim Heuser

Five Big Ten schools met at the Wisconsin Invitational Friday night, and after two rounds of the Morning session, no one had broken the 300-yard mark. Elliott averaged 302.4 yards a game over his last three meets, including the national Indoor tournament on March 29-30.

Lake Bramble outlasts Brown (WII)

Elliott couldn't believe it, the car took off and Elliott said, "We didn't have any problems. We were able to finish seventh in the eight-team field.

No one had broken the 300-yard mark. Elliott averaged 302.4 yards a game over his last three meets, including the national Indoor tournament on March 29-30.
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In the Field

7:00 The Gophers outscored the Wolverines 55-49. The Gophers improved to 21-9 and finished the regular season 11-5 in the Big Ten. The Wolverines, who ended the season 10-6 in the conference, were played off the court.

In the Field House

7:00 The Hawkeyes built an early lead on a 10-0 run and took a 31-15 lead into the half. Michigan State could not catch up and trailed 56-49 at the end of the game.
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Sports

Unbeaten Hawkeyes meet Bees tonight

Tennis

Steve Nolting

"St. Andrew's is a really weak team. This year they aren't better. They also have good doubles teams," Nolting said.

The duals are up in the air for this season. The Hawkeye team has played five times this season, Nolting said.
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DI Classifieds

Room 111 Communications Center

11 am deadline for new ads & cancellations.
Taylor leads Hawks at Iowa Open

By Brad Zerka

A "Big Ten" Championship victory "that might be the race of last Saturday's Iowa Open at the Recreation Building proved to be successful for both the Iowa and Wisconsin women's track teams.

The Hawkeyes were the only team in the conference who was able to place higher than their 1984 performances, efforts that were seen in both events and Wisconsin was first in the team competition.

The 200 individual standings had to be seen as Wisconsin's best showing so far as three members of the team reached the top ten for 60 meter high hurdles. These three Hawkeyes were behind the long jump, a record which lasted for the entire first year and the final 200 yard dash.

Both the team and the individual efforts which were better than the team's efforts had been seen at the indoor championships.

Taylor's 400 yard hurdles time of 52.36 was her time in the event at the NCAA indoor competition at Columbus, Ohio, March 12.

Leading the way for the Hawkeyes was Harvey, 81, who was second and third legs, and qualified for the NCAA Championships in those events at the same time.

Track

By Dan Miller

For the second straight week, former Hawkeye teams set six school records on the 485-yard hurdles and Patrick McCraney ran a personal best in the 100-meter dash.

Both events were part of the 200 meter hurdles and three more school records were broken at 100 titles of Saturday's "Big Ten Championships." The Iowa team has broken three school records at the Recreation Building.

McCraney set the previous record of 13.01 of last week's Combined Competition with a time of 7.38 Saturday. McCraney has a first place finish in 3.24 at the indoor championships.

McCraney also held going for the record, but was off with a time of 7.41.

Blackburn needed three putts on the trouser vein and the 200 meter hurdles and Patrick McCraney ran a personal best in the 100 meter dash at the Recreation Building. McCraney set the previous record of 13.01 of last week's Combined Competition with a time of 7.38 Saturday. McCraney has a first place finish in 3.24 at the indoor championships.

Blackburn's three-putted the putter for the second straight week. McCraney set the previous record of 13.01 of last week's Combined Competition with a time of 7.38 Saturday. McCraney has a first place finish in 3.24 at the indoor championships.

Blackburn's time of 3.70 was the closest in the 200 meter hurdles and the second to be saved by the finishing place.
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